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THE TETRAHEDRAL PRINCIPLE IN KITE STRUCTURE
National Geographic Society

*

By Alexander Graham Bell President of the

* A communication made to the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D. C., April 23, 1903,
revised for publication in the National Geographic Magazine.
Copyright, 1903, by the National Geographic Magazine
IN 1899, at the April meeting, I made a communication to the Academy upon the subject of “Kites
with Radial Wings;” and some of the illustrations shown to the Academy at that time were afterwards
†
published in the Monthly Weather Review.
† See Monthly Weather Review,, April, 1899, vol. xxvii, pp. 154–155, and plate xi
Since then I have been continuously at work upon experiments relating to kites. Why, I do not
know, excepting perhaps because of the intimate connection of the subject with the flying-machine
problem.
We are all of us interested in aerial locomotion; and I am sure that no one who has observed with
attention the flight of birds can doubt for one moment the possibility of aerial flight by bodies
specifically heavier than the air. In the words of an old writer, “We cannot consider as impossible
that which has already been accomplished.”
I have had the feeling that a properly constructed flying-machine should be capable of being flown
as a kite; and, conversely, that a properly constructed kite should be capable of use as a flyingmachine when driven by its own propellers. I am not so sure, however, of the truth of the former
proposition as I am of the latter.
Given a kite, so shaped as to be suitable for the body of a flying-machine, and so efficient that it
will fly well in a good breeze (say 20 miles an hour) when loaded with a weight equivalent to that
of a man and engine; then it seems to me that this same kite, provided with an actual engine and
man in place of the load, and driven by its own propellers at the rate of 20 miles an hour, should be
sustained in calm air as a flying-machine. So far as the pressure of the air is concerned, it is surely
immaterial whether the air moves against the kite, or the kite against the air.

220
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Of course in other respects the two cases are not identical. A kite sustained by a 20-mile breeze
possesses no momentum, or rather its momentum is equal to zero, because it is stationary in the
air and has no motion proper of its own; but the momentum of a heavy body propelled at 20 miles
an hour through still air is very considerable. Momentum certainly aids flight, and it may even be
a source of support against gravity quite independently of the pressure of the air. It is perfectly
possible, therefore, that an apparatus may prove to be efficient as a flying-machine which cannot be
flown as a kite on account of the absence of vis viva.
However this may be, the applicability of kite experiments to the flying-machine problem has for a
long time past been the guiding thought in my researches.
I have not cared to ascertain how high a kite may be flown or to make one fly at any very great
altitude. The point I have had specially in mind is this: That the equilibrium of the structure in the
air should be perfect; that the kite should fly steadily, and not move about from side to side or dive
suddenly when struck by a squall, and that when released it should drop slowly and gently to the
ground without material oscillation. I have also considered it important that the framework should
possess great strength with little weight.
I believe that in the form of structure now attained the properties of strength, lightness, and steady
flight have been united in a remarkable degree.
In my younger days the word “kite” suggested a structure of wood in the form of a cross covered
with paper forming a diamond-shaped surface longer one way than the other, and provided with a
long tail composed of a string with numerous pieces of paper tied at intervals upon it. Such a kite is
simply a toy. In Europe and America, where kites of this type prevailed, kite-flying was pursued only
as an amusement for children, and the improvement of the form of structure was hardly considered
a suitable subject of thought for a scientific man.
In Asia kite-flying has been for centuries the amusement of adults, and the Chinese, Japanese, and
Malays have developed tailless kites very much superior to any form of kite known to us until quite
recently.
It is only within the last few years that improvements in kite structure have been seriously
considered, and the recent developments in the art have been largely due to the efforts of one man
—Mr Laurence Hargrave, of Australia.
Hargrave realized that the structure best adapted for what is called a “good kite” would also be
suitable as the basis for the structure of a flying-machine. His researches, published by the Royal
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Society of New South Wales, have attracted the attention of the world, and form the starting point
for modern researches upon the subject in Europe and America.
Anything relating to aerial locomotion has an interest to very many minds, and scientific kite-flying
has everywhere been stimulated by Hargrave's experiments.
In America, however, the chief stimulus to scientific kite-flying has been the fact developed by the
United States Weather Bureau, that important information could be obtained concerning weather
conditions if kites could be constructed capable of lifting meteorological instruments to a great
elevation in the free air. Mr Eddy and others in America have taken the Malay tailless kite as a basis
for their experiments, but Professor Marvin, of the United States Weather Bureau; Mr Rotch, of the
Blue Hill Observatory, and many others have adapted Hargrave's box kite for the purpose.
Congress has made appropriations to the Weather Bureau in aid of its kite experiments, and a
number of meteorological stations throughout the United 221 States were established a few years
ago equipped with the Marvin kite.
Continuous meteorological observations at a great elevation have been made at the Blue Hill
Observatory in Massachusetts, and Mr Rotch has demonstrated the possibility of towing kites at sea
by means of steam vessels so as to secure a continuous line of observations all the way across the
Atlantic.
HARGRAVE'S BOX KITE
Hargrave introduced what is known as the “cellular construction of kites.” He constructed kites
composed of many cells, but found no substantial improvement in many cells over two alone; and a
kite composed of two rectangular cells
FIG.I—HARGRAVE BOX KITE
separated by a considerable space is now universally known as “the Hargave box kite.” This
represents, in my opinion, the high-water mark of progress in the nineteenth century; and this form
of kite forms the starting point for my own researches (Fig. 1).
The front and rear cells are connected together by a framework, so that a considerable space is
left between them. This space is an essential feature of the kite: upon it depends the fore and aft
stability of the kite. The greater the space, the more stable is the equilibrium of the kite in a fore and
aft direction, the more it tends to assume a horizontal position in the air, and the less it tends to dive
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or pitch like a vessel in a rough sea. Pitching motions or oscillations are almost entirely suppressed
when the space between the cells is large.
Each cell is provided with vertical sides; and these again seem to be essential elements of the kite
contributing to lateral stability. The greater the extent of the vertical sides, the greater is the stability
in the lateral direction, and the less tendency has the kite to roll, or move from side to side, or turn
over in the air.
In the foregoing drawing I have shown only necessary details of construction, with just sufficient
framework to hold the cells together.
It is obvious that a kite constructed as shown in Fig. 1 is a very flimsy affair. It requires additions to
the framework of various sorts to give it sufficient strength to hold the aeroplane surfaces in their
proper relative positions and prevent distortion, or bending or twisting of the kite frame under the
action of the wind.
Unfortunately the additions required to give rigidity to the framework all detract from the efficiency
of the kite: First, by rendering the kite heavier, so that the ratio of weight to surface is increased;
and, secondly, by increasing the head resistance of the kite. The interior bracing advisable in order
to preserve the cells from distortion comes in the way of the wind, thus adding to the drift of the kite
without contributing to the lift.
A B C FIG. 2
A rectangular cell like A (Fig. 2) is structurally weak, as can readily be demonstrated by the little force
required to distort it into the form shown at B. In order to remedy this weakness, internal bracing is
advisable of the character shown at C.
This internal bracing, even if made of the finest wire, so as to be insignificant in weight, all comes in
the way of the 222 wind, increasing the head resistance without counterbalancing advantages.
TRIANGULAR CELLS IN KITE CONSTRUCTION
In looking back over the line of experiments in my own laboratory, I recognize that the adoption of a
triangular cell was a step in advance, constituting indeed one of the milestones of progress, one of
the points that stand out clearly against the hazy background of multitudinous details.
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The following (Fig 3) is a drawing of a typical triangular-celled kite made upon the same general
model as the Hargrave box kite shown in Fig. 1.
A triangle is by its very structure perfectly braced in its own plane, and in a triangular-celled kite like
that shown in Fig. 3, internal bracing of any
FIG. 3
character is unnecessary to prevent distortion of a kind analogous to that referred to above in the
case of the Hargrave rectangular cell (Fig. 2).
The lifting power of such a triangular cell is probably less than that of a rectangular cell, but the
enormous gain in structural strength, together with the reduction of head resistance and weight due
to the omission of internal bracing, counterbalances any possible deficiency in this respect.
The horizontal surfaces of a kite are those that resist descent under the influence of gravity, and
the vertical surfaces prevent it from turning over in the air. Oblique aeroplanes may therefore
conveniently be resolved into horizontal and vertical equivalents, that is, into supporting surfaces
and steadying surfaces.
The oblique aeroplane A, for example (Fig. 4), may be considered as equivalent in function to the two
aeroplanes B and C. The material composing the aeroplane A, however, weighs less than the material
required to form the two aeroplanes B and C, and the framework
FIG. 4
required to support the aeroplane A weighs less than the two frameworks required to support B and
C.
In the triangular cell shown in Fig. 5, the oblique surfaces ab, bc, are equivalent in function to the
three surfaces ad, de, ec, but weigh less. The oblique surfaces are therefore advantageous.
The only disadvantage in the whole arrangement is that the air has not as free access to the upper
aeroplane ac, in the triangular form of cell as in the quadrangular form, so that the aeroplane
FIG. 5
ac is not as efficient in the former construction as in the latter.
While theoretically the triangular cell is inferior in lifting power to Hargrave's four-sided rectangular
cell, practically there is no substantial difference. So far as I can judge from observation in the field,
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kites constructed on the same 223 general model as the Hargrave Box Kite, but with triangular cells
instead of quadrangular, seem to fly as well as the ordinary Hargrave form, and at as high an angle.
Such kites are therefore superior, for they fly substantially as well, while at the same time they are
stronger in construction, lighter in weight, and offer less head resistance to the wind.
PERSPECTIVE VIEW END VIEW FIG. 6—COMPOUND TRIANGULAR KITE
Triangular cells also are admirably adapted for combination into a compound structure, in which the
aeroplane surfaces do not interfere with one another. For example, three triangular-celled kites, tied
together at the corners, form a compound cellular kite (Fig. 6) which flies perfectly well.
The weight of the compound kite is the sum of the weights of the three kites of which it is composed,
and the total aeroplane surface is the sum of the surfaces of the three kites. The ratio of weight
to surface therefore is the same in the larger compound kite as in the smaller constituent kites,
considered individually.
It is obvious that in compound kites of this character the doubling of the longitudinal sticks where
the corners of adjoining kites come together is an unnecessary feature of the combination, for it
is easy to construct the compound kite so that one longitudinal stick shall be substituted for the
duplicated sticks.
For example: The compound kites A and B (Fig. 7) may be constructed, as shown at C and D, with
advantage, for the weight of the compound kite is thus reduced without loss of structural strength.
In this case the weight of the compound kite is less than the sum of the weights of the component
kites, while the surface remains the same.
If kites could only be successfully compounded in this way indefinitely we would have the curious
result that the ratio of weight to surface would
A 9 longitudinal sticks B 50 longitudinal sticks C 6 longitudinal sticks D 15 longitudinal sticks FIG. 7
224 diminish with each increase in the size of the compound kite. Unfortunately, however, the
conditions of stable flight demand a considerable space between the front and rear sets of cells (see
Fig. 6); and if we increase the diameter
A B FIG. 8
of our compound structure without increasing the length of this space we injure the flying qualities
of our kite. But every increase of this space in the fore and aft direction involves a corresponding
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increase in the length of the empty framework required to span it, thus adding dead load to the kite
and increasing the ratio of weight to surface.
While kites with triangular cells are strong in a transverse direction (from side to side), they are
structurally weak in the longitudinal direction (fore and aft), for in this direction the kite frames are
rectangular.
Each side of the kite A, for example (Fig. 8), requires diagonal bracing of the character shown at
B to prevent distortion under the action of the wind. The necessary bracing, however, not being
in the way of the wind, does not materially affect the head resistance of the kite, and is only
disadvantageous by adding dead load, thus increasing the ratio of weight to surface.
THE TETRAHEDRAL CONSTRUCTION OF KITES
Passing over in silence multitudinous experiments in kite construction carried on in my Nova Scotia
laboratory, I come
FIG. 9—A. A TRIANGULAR CELL B. A WINGED TETRAHEDRAL CELL
to another conspicuous point of advance—another milestone of progress—the adoption of the
triangular construction in every direction (longitudinally as well as transversely); and the clear
realization of the fundamental importance of the skeleton of a tetrahedron, especially the regular
tetrahedron, as
Acute tetrahedron Regular tetrahedron Right-angled tetrahedron Obtuse-angled tetrahedron FIG. 10
—WINGED TETRAHEDRAL CELLS
an element of the structure or framework of a kite or flying-machine.
Consider the case of an ordinary triangular cell A (Fig. 9) whose cross-section is triangular laterally,
but quadrangular longitudinally.
If now we make the longitudinal as well as transverse cross-sections triangular 225 we arrive at the
form of cell shown at B, in which the framework forms the outline of a tetrahedron. In this case the
aeroplanes are triangular, and the whole arrangement is strongly suggestive of a pair of birds' wings
FIG. 11—ONE-CELLED TETRAHEDRAL FRAME
raised at an angle and connected together tip to tip by a cross-bar (see B, Fig. 9; also drawings of
winged tetrahedral cells in Fig. 10).
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A tetrahedron is a form of solid bounded by four triangular surfaces.
In the regular tetrahedron the boundaries consist of four equilateral triangles and six equal edges.
In the skeleton form the edges alone are represented, and the skeleton of a regular tetrahedron is
produced by joining together six equal
FIG. 12—FOUR-CELLED TETRAHEDRAL FRAME
rods end to end so as to form four equilateral triangles.
Most of us no doubt are familiar with the common puzzle—how to make four triangles with six
matches. Give six matches to a friend and ask him to arrange them so as to form four complete
equilateral triangles. The difficulty lies in the unconcious assumption of the experimenter that the
four triangles should all be in the same plane. The moment he realizes that they need not be in
the same plane the solution of the problem becomes easy. Place three matches on the table so as
to form a triangle, and stand the other three up over this like the three legs of a tripod stand. The
matches then form the skeleton of a regular tetrahedron. (See figure 11.)
A framework formed upon this model of six equal rods fastened together at the ends constitutes a
tetrahedral cell possessing the qualities of strength and lightness in an extraordinary degree.
It is not simply braced in two directions in space like a triangle, but in three directions like a solid. If
I may coin a word, it possesses “ three-dimensional ” strength; not “two-dimensional” strength like a
triangle, or “one-dimensional” strength like a rod. It is the skeleton of a solid, not of a surface or a
line.
FIG. 13—SIXTEEN-CELLED TETRAHEDRAL FRAME
It is astonishing how solid such a framework appears even when composed of very light and fragile
material; and compound structures formed by fastening these tetrahedral frames together at the
corners so as to form the skeleton of a regular tetrahedron on a larger scale possess equal solidity.
Figure 12 shows a structure composed of four frames like figure 11, and figure 13 a structure of four
frames like figure 12.
When a tetrahedral frame is provided with aero-surfaces of silk or other material suitably arranged,
it becomes a tetrahedral 226 kite, or kite having the form of a tetrahedron.
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The kite shown in figure 14 is composed of four winged cells of the regular tetrahedron variety (see
Fig. 10), connected together at the corners. Four kites like figure 14 are combined in figure 15, and
four kites like figure 15 in figure 16 (at D ).
Upon this mode of construction an empty space of octahedral form is left in the middle of the kite,
which seems to have the same function as the space between the two cells of the Hargrave box kite.
The tetrahedral kites that have the largest central spaces preserve their equilibrium best in the air.
FIG. 14—FOUR-CELLED TETRAHEDRAL KITE
The most convenient place for the attachment of the flying cord is the extreme point of the bow. If
the cord is attached to points successively further back on the keel, the flying cord makes a greater
and greater angle with the horizon, and the kite flies more nearly overhead; but it is not advisable to
carry the point of attachment as far back as the middle of the keel. A good place for high flights is a
point half-way between the bow and the middle of the keel.
In the tetrahedral kites shown in the plate (Fig. 16) the compound structure has itself in each case
the form of the regular tetrahedron, and there is no reason why this principle of combination should
not be applied indefinitely so as to form still greater combinations.
The weight relatively to the wing-surface remains the same, however large the compound kite may
be.
The four-celled kite B, for example, weighs four times as much as one cell and has four times as
much wing-surface, the 16-celled kite C has sixteen times as much weight and sixteen times as
much-wing surface, and the 64-celled kite D has sixty-four times as much weight and sixty-four times
as much wing-surface. The ratio of weight to
FIG. 15—SIXTEEN-CELLED TETRAHEDRAL KITE
surface, therefore, is the same for the larger kites as for the smaller.
This, at first sight, appears to be somewhat inconsistent with certain mathematical conclusions
announced by Prof. Simon Newcomb in an article entitled “Is the Air-ship Coming,” published in
McClure's Magazine for September, 1901—conclusions which led him to believe that “the construction
of an aerial vehicle which could carry even a single man from place to place at pleasure requires the
discovery of some new metal or some new force.”
The process of reasoning by which Professor Newcomb arrived at this remarkable 227
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FIG. 16—TETRAHEDRAL KITES A. A WINGED TETRAHEDRAL CELL B. A FOUR-CELLED TETRAHEDRAL
KITE C. A SIXTEEN-CELLED TETRAHEDRAL KITE D. A SIXTY-FOUR-CELLED TETRAHEDRAL KITE
228 result is undoubtedly correct. His conclusion, however, is open to question, because he has
drawn a general conclusion from restricted premises. He says:
“Let us make two flying-machines exactly alike, only make one on double the scale of the other in
all its dimensions. We all know that the volume, and therefore the weight, of two similar bodies are
proportional to the cubes of their dimensions. The cube of two is eight: hence the large machine
will have eight times the weight of the other. But surfaces are as the squares of the dimensions. The
square of two is four. The heavier machine will therefore expose only four times the wing surface to
the air, and so will have a distinct disadvantage in the ratio of efficiency to weight.”
FIG. 17—THE AERODROME KITE
Professor Newcomb shows that where two flying machines—or kites, for that matter—are exactly
alike, only differing in the scale of their dimensions, the ratio of weight to supporting surface is
greater in the larger than the smaller, increasing with each increase of dimensions. From which he
concludes that if we make our structure large enough it will be too heavy to fly.
This is certainly true, so far as it goes, and it accounts for my failure to make a giant kite that should
lift a man—upon the model of the Hargrave box kite. When the kite was constructed with two cells,
each about the size of a small room, it was found that it would take a hurricane to raise it into
the air. The kite proved to be not only incompetent to carry a load equivalent to the weight of a
man, but it could not even raise itself in an ordinary breeze in which smaller kites upon the same
model flew perfectly well. I have no doubt that other investigators also have fallen into the error
of supposing that large structures would necessarily be capable of flight, because exact models of
them, made upon a smaller scale, have demonstrated their ability to sustain themselves in the air.
Professor Newcomb has certainly conferred a benefit upon investigators by so clearly pointing out
the fallacious nature of this assumption.
But Professor Newcomb's results are probably only true when restricted to his premises. For models
exactly alike, only differing in the scale of their dimensions, his conclusions are undoubtedly sound; but
where large kites are formed 229 by the multiplication of smaller kites into a cellular structure the
results are very different. My own experiments with compound kites composed of triangular cells
connected corner to corner have amply demonstrated the fact that the dimensions of such a kite
may be increased to a very considerable extent without materially increasing the ratio of weight to
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supporting surface; and upon the tetrahedral plan (Fig. 16) the weight relatively to the wing-surface
remains the same however large the compound kite may be.
The indefinite expansion of the triangular construction is limited by the fact that dead weight in the
form of empty framework is necessary in the central space between the sets of cells (see Fig. 6), so
that the necessary increase of this space when the dimensions of the compound kite are materially
increased—in order to preserve the stability of the kite in the air—adds still more dead weight to
the larger structures. Upon the tetrahedral plan illustrated in Figs. 14, 15, 16, no necessity exists for
empty frameworks in the central spaces, for the mode of construction gives solidity without it.
Tetrahedral kites combine in a marked degree the qualities of strength, lightness, and steady flight;
but further experiments are required before deciding that this form is the best for a kite, or that
winged cells without horizontal aeroplanes constitute the best arrangement of aero-surfaces.
The tetrahedral principle enables us to construct out of light materials solid frameworks of almost
any desired form, and the resulting structures are admirably adapted for the support of aerosurfaces of any desired kind, size, or shape (aeroplanes or aerocurves, etc., large or small).
In further illustration of the tetrahedral principle as applied to kite construction, I show in figure 17 a
photograph of a kite which is not itself tetrahedral in form, but the framework of which is built up of
tetrahedral cells.
This kite, although very different in construction and appearance from the Aerodrome of Professor
Langley, which
FIG. 18—THE AERODROME KITE JUST RISING INTO THE AIR WHEN PULLED BY A HORSE
I saw in successful flight over the Potomac a few years ago, has yet a suggestiveness of the
Aerodrome about it, and it was indeed Professor Langley's apparatus that led me to the conception
of this form.
The wing surfaces consist of horizontal aeroplanes, with oblique steadying surfaces at the
extremities. The body of the machine has the form of a boat, and the superstructure forming the
support for the aeroplanes extends across the boat on either side at two points near the bow and
stern. The 230 aeroplane surfaces form substantially two pairs of wings, arranged dragon-fly fashion.
FIG. 19—AERODROME KITE IN THE AIR
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The whole framework for the boat and wings is formed of tetrahedral cells having the form of the
regular tetrahedron, with the exception of the diagonal bracing at the bottom of the super-structure;
and the kite turns out to be strong, light, and a steady flyer.
I have flown this kite in a calm by attaching the cord—in this case a Manila rope—to a galloping
horse. Figure 18 shows a photograph of the kite just rising into the air, with the horse in the
foreground, but the connecting rope does not show. Figure 19 is a photograph of the kite at its point
of greatest elevation, but the horse does not appear in the picture. Upon releasing the rope the kite
descended so gently that no damage was done to the apparatus by contact with the ground.
Figure 20 shows a modified form of the same kite, in which, in addition to the central boat, there
were two side floats, thus adapting the whole structure to float upon water without upsetting.
An attempt which almost ended disastrously, was made to fly this kite in a good sailing breeze, but a
squall struck it before it was let go. The kite went up, lifting the two men who held it off their feet. Of
course they let go instantly, and the kite rose steadily in the air until the flying cord (a Manila rope
FIG. 20—FLOATING KITE
231 ⅜ inch diameter) made an angle with the horizon of about 45° when the rope snapped under
the strain.
Tremendous oscillations of a pitching character ensued; but the kite was at such an elevation
when the accident happened, that the oscillations had time to die down before the kite reached
the ground, when it landed safely upon even keel in an adjoining field and was found to be quite
uninjured by its rough experience.
Kites of this type have a much greater lifting power than one would at first sight suppose. The
natural assumption is that the winged superstructure alone supports the kite in the air, and that
the boat body and floats represent mere dead-load and head resistance. But this is far from being
the case. Boat-shaped bodies having a V-shaped cross-section are themselves capable of flight
and expose considerable surface to the wind. I have successfully flown a boat of this kind as a kite
without any superstructure whatever, and although it did not fly well, it certainly supported itself
in the air, thus demonstrating the fact that the boat surface is an element of support in compound
structures like those shown in figures 17 and 20.
Of course the use of a tetrahedral cell is not limited to the construction of a framework for kites and
flying-machines. It is applicable to any kind of structure whatever in which it is desirable to combine
the qualities of strength and lightness. Just as we can build houses of all kinds out of bricks, so we
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can build structures of all sorts out of tetrahedral frames, and the structures can be so formed as
to possess the same qualities of strength and lightness which are characteristic of the individual
cells. I have already built a house, a framework for a giant wind-break, three or four boats, as well as
several forms of kites, out of these elements.
It is not my object in this communication to describe the experiments that have been made in my
Nova Scotia laboratory, but simply to bring to your attention the importance of the tetrahedral
principle in kite construction.
APPENDIX
Copyright, 1903, by the National Geographic Magazine
Through the courtesy of Dr Bell the National Geographic Magazine is able to present as an appendix
to this article a series of some seventy illustrations of experimental forms of kites and structures
used by Dr Bell. The illustrations were selected by the editor from several hundred pictures in
Dr Bell's notebooks. The pictures were taken and developed by Mr David George McCurdy, the
photographer of his laboratory, with the exception of Plate III, which was taken by Mr F. Tracy
Hubbard. The notes explaining the illustrations were written by Dr Bell by request.
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NOTES ON THE PRECEDING ILLUSTRATIONS By Alexander Graham Bell
Copyright, 1903, by the National Geographic Magazine
Plate I.—
1. Cellular framework for body of Multicellular Giant Kite. Although not built up of separate
individual cells, the frame is composed essentially of nine tetrahedral cells connected together,
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corner to corner, at the tops, and held in position below by means of two parallel sledge runners
braced diagonally with wire. Total length, nine meters (29½ feet). The diagonal wires do not show in
the picture, and it may be possible that the photograph was taken before the rectangular part of the
structure was braced.
2. Cellular framework shown in No. 1 provided with two covered cells to convert it from mere dead
weight to be carried by the superstructure into a real flying structure by itself.
3. Cellular framework shown in No. 2 supported in the air as a kite without any superstructure
whatever. It is flying by a rope attached to the front cell and has also a stern line to facilitate landing.
4. One of the individual kites forming the cellular unit or element of the superstructure of the
Multicellular Giant Kite (formed of two triangular kites one inside the other). The superstructure was
composed of seventy of the kites shown in No. 4 tied together at the corners, arranged in two sets
of thirty-five kites each. The seventy kites were tested individually before being combined, and each
was found to fly well by itself.
Plate II.—Different views of a Multicellular Giant Kite. The framework of the body is of stout material
composed partly of tetrahedral cells, but the sledge runners at the bottom, being parallel, require
diagonal bracing. This same body is shown in Nos. 1, 2, 3, Plate I. The superstructure is of light
material and is composed of 70 triangular kites (like that shown in No. 4, Plate I) tied together at the
corners and arranged in two sets—one at the bow, the other at the stern.
Plate III.—The Multicellular Giant Kite rising into the air. The body broke as the kite went up, so that
no photograph of the kite could be taken at a higher elevation. The light superstructure seems to
have escaped injury in the air, but a few of the constituent kites were broken by contact with the
ground and the broken framework of the body. It is somewhat remarkable that the stout body sticks
should have given way rather than the fragile sticks of the superstructure.
Plate IV.—Giant kites, too large to pass through the double doors of the storage building, had to be
put together in the open field. This proving to be impracticable without some sort of shelter from the
wind, a wind-break became a necessity, and I determined to build one out of tetrahedral cells. After
the necessary number of tetrahedral cells had been prepared they were put together in a single
day, the ridge-pole being added subsequently. When the kite-flying experiments ceased for the
season the framework was taken to pieces and the tetrahedral cells employed in the construction
of tetrahedral houses—covered with tent-cloth—for the shelter of sheep. The materials can be
reassembled at any time desired, and the wind-break rebuilt in a few hours. The photographs
illustrate different 249 stages in the process of construction:
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1. Tetrahedral cell employed in making the framework of the wind-break.
2, 3. and 4. The wind-break in process of construction.
Plate V.—
1. Wind-break completed, showing canvas rolled down.
2. Wind-break showing canvas raised.
3. End view of wind-break.
4. Model of the framework for a tetrahedral house.
5. Tetrahedral nuts for fastening tetrahedral frames together.
Plate VI.—
1. The observation-house where the kite experiments are observed and noted. The house itself is of
the tetrahedral form.
2. Front view of winged boat, the framework of which is constructed of tetrahedral cells.
3. Another view of the winged boat.
4. The winged boat in the air.
Plate VII.—
1. A tetrahedral frame of tetrahedral cells, winged on the outside, with an internal aeroplane.
2. A kite formed of two tetrahedral structures like that in No. 1 connected together by a framework
composed of tetrahedral cells.
3. The kite of No. 2 fitted with compound tetrahedral frames at either end converting the framework
into the form of a boat. This same kite with the framework covered constitutes the winged boat
shown in Nos. 2, 3, and 4, Plate VI.
4. The kite of No. 2 in the air.
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Plate VIII.—
3. Non-capsizable kite. When from any cause the kite tips to one side the lifting power increases on
the depressed side and diminishes on the elevated side, thus tending to right the kite.
1. Non-capsizable kite flying from flag-pole.
2. Tetrahedral frame used in the construction of the winged boat shown in Plate VI; also used in the
structures shown in Plate VII.
4. Portions of the kite shown in Plate VII, No. 3, in sections ready to be tied together.
Plate IX.—Photographs illustrating mode of studying the behavior of bodies in the air, whether
these bodies are capable of supporting themselves in the air or not. They are attached to the end
of a bamboo pole by a cord sufficiently short to prevent them from dashing themselves to pieces
upon the ground. A flag-pole is used for large kites, but a bamboo fishing rod is more convenient
for testing the flying qualities of the smaller structures. In the cases shown in the plate, the cord is
a manila rope, about ¼ inch in diameter. Such a rope is too heavy for light kites, but smaller cords
make so little impression on the photographic film that it is often difficult when such cords are used
to understand the conditions of an experiment from a photograph.
1. A single set of triangular cells constituting a hexagonal figure with six interior radial wings.
2. A single set of triangular cells constituting the figure of a triangle within a triangle.
3. A kite with three sets of triangular cells.
4. Kite shown in No. 3 flying from a bamboo pole.
5. Two-celled triangular kite with rope attached to rear edge of front cell.
6. Same kite shown in No. 5 flown by the bow.
Plate X.—These photographs illustrate experiments with kites formed partly of open tetrahedral cells,
with the spaces between the cells covered.
1. Kite with two pentahedral cells close together, each cell having three of its five faces covered. The
rectangular part of the kite is braced diagonally by means of tightly stretched wires.
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2. Same kite shown in No. 1 at a considerable elevation in the air.
3. Similar kite with four pentahedral cells close together, each cell having 250 three of its five faces
covered. The open spaces between the cells are tetrahedral in form.
4. Kite shown in No. 3 flying with its rectangular side up.
5. Kite shown in No. 3 flying with its rectangular side down.
6. Kite shown in No. 3 with the covering removed from the two middle pentahedral cells—
rectangular side down.
7. Same kite shown in No. 6 flying with the rectangular side up. In this picture the short white line in
the margin of the photograph indicates the direction of the flying cord.
Plate XI.—Experiments to determine the relation of center of gravity to center of surface in a flying
structure by shifting the cellular superstructure to different parts of the body frame.
1. Superstructure over first body cell; center of gravity too far back.
2. Superstructure over second body cell.
3. Superstructure over third body cell.
4. Superstructure over fourth body cell; center of gravity too far forward; kite dived, superstructure
smashed.
Plate XII.—Experiments with kites having two sets of cells in the superstructure:
1. Superstructure over second and fourth body cells.
2. Just rising in the air.
3. Flying by cord attached to front of first body cell.
4. Bringing the kite down while anchored by a bow-line.
5. Superstructure over first and fifth body cells. Flying line attached to front of first body cell. The
apparent smallness of the kite shows that it is at a considerable elevation in the air.
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6. Kite being landed from a distance. Allowed to fall on a slack line, but checked momentarily as it
nears the ground to reduce the rate of fall. Again allowed to fall and the cord reeled in so as to give
the kite headway at the moment of contact with the ground, thus causing the stern to strike only a
glancing blow. A bow-line, however, is a great safeguard against injury.
Plate XIII.—The photographs illustrate the nature of experiments made to test the effect of varying
the number and position of sets of triangular cells upon a body framework:
1. Two sets of cells near bow, and one stern set as a tail.
2. Kite shown in No. 1 at a great elevation in the air.
3. Same kite shown in No. 1 with the stern set of cells removed. The photograph shows very
clearly the bow-line used to facilitate the handling of kites in the air. Flying by the bow-line reduces
enormously the strain upon the structure when the kite first begins to rise in the air. This strain
gradually eases off as the kite rises, and when it is at a considerable elevation the bowline is made
slack while the kite is held by the other, or “flying-cord,” which in this case is attached to the rear
edge of the first set of cells, when the kite rises still higher. The bow-line is again used in bringing
the kite down, for the body then becomes practically horizontal as it nears the ground. This is
advantageous, for it reduces the risk of injury to the kite upon landing. In good flying kites anchored
by the bow the bow-line can be overrun by the hand, or by a grooved roller, until the kite is reached
and grasped by the hand without allowing the kite to touch the ground at all.
5. Same kite shown in No. 3, but the sets of cells separated as far as possible upon the body.
6. Kite shown in No. 5 nearing the ground after an experiment. It is flying by the bow-line, and
the photograph shows the other line blown back by the wind, or perhaps held in the hands of an
assistant.
4. A kite with eight sets of cells. 251 The spaces between the sets are not sufficient to constitute the
kite a good flyer. The sets of cells interfere with one another.
Plate XIV.—
1. Multicellular kite having 6 sets of cells in the superstructure.
3. Multicellular kite in the air.
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2. Giant kite having three 12-sided cells, each with 6 radial wings.
4. Giant kite flying from pole.
Plate XV.—
1. Hexagonal kite with six radial wings, loaded in the middle with an adjustable weight.
3. Hexagonal kite flying from a flagstaff.
2. Twelve-sided kite with six radial wings, of giant construction.
4. Twelve-sided kite flying from a flagstaff.
Plate XVI.—Paddle-Wheel Kite.
1. Paddle-wheel kite on the ground.
2. Side view of same kite in the air.
3. Another photograph of paddle-wheel kite in the air.
4. End view of paddle-wheel kite. In most of the photographs the flying-line is invisible, but in above
photographs and others the visibility has been improved by tying pieces of colored cloth at intervals
upon it, as in the tail of an old-fashioned kite, thus enabling the direction of the cord for a short
distance from the kite to be visible as a dotted line upon the photograph.
MR ZIEGLER AND THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
AT the invitation of Mr William Ziegler, the National Geographic Society is to direct the scientific work
of the north polar expedition which Mr Ziegler has equipped and which is known as the Ziegler Polar
Expedition.
The National Geographic Society has chosen as its official representative on the expedition Mr
William J. Peters of the U. S. Geological Survey. Mr Peters will be second in command, and will have
entire charge of all the scientific observations and determinations of the party. Mr Peters is one of
the splendid corps of explorers of the U. S. Geological Survey. He has made several notable journeys
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in Alaska, the most remarkable of which was in 1901, when, as leader of a Survey party, he made a
*
sledge journey with dogs of 1,600 miles.
* See National Geographic Magazine, vol. 12, 1901, p. 399.
The expedition sails from Trondhjem, Norway, about June 20, on the steam yacht America, which has
been thoroughly overhauled and strengthened during the past year. They will advance as far north
as the ship can take them, and will then land on Franz Josef Land, where the winter will be passed.
As soon as light returns in 1904 the march for the Pole will begin. The America stays with the party.
In June, 1904, an auxiliary vessel, under command of Wm. S. Champ, will go north to carry additional
supplies and to escort the expedition home.
The commander of the expedition is Mr Anthony Fiala, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr Fiala was second in
command of the first Ziegler expedition. He is about 33 years of age, strong and vigorous, and would
seem to have all the requirements for a successful leader of an arctic expedition.
Mr Ziegler has shown himself an enthusiastic and generous supporter of arctic exploration. When his
first
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